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John Borrowman; Joanna McCallum; Esme Comfort; Vi Sandford; Karen Marra; Robert 
Seeley; Jeff.Hilstead@canmore.ca
Cheryl Hyde; Shared.MunicipalClerk
Mayor and Council, would you please read my email.

March 19, 2021 

Dear Mayor Borrowman, Councillor McCallum, Councillor Comfort, Councillor Sanford, Councillor Marra, Councillor 
Seeley, Councillor Hilstad; 

"Follow your heart."  That was the foundational advice shared with me by the Buddhist Master who trained me to 
negotiate with entitled, rich and often angry owners in professional sports.  Following your heart is the way of a 
peaceful warrior with integrity. 

One of the hardest challenges our western world must do today is re-learn how to put a value on things that don't have 
a price.  We've allowed market thinking to become homogenized into societal thinking by believing, as the market does, 
that success is primarily about having more money.  In public service on Canmore council, you know that is a false 
narrative.  Love, respect, trust, gratitude, kindness, acceptance, understanding, forgiveness, clarity, listening, enjoyment 
and other values are vital to a well lived and meaningful life and they do not have a price. 

In respect of this challenge and the TSMV proposal and recent community inputs you face the unrest and challenges of 
the new, the now and the next generations.  Mark Carney, former Bank of Canada Governor who knows a lot about 
money refers to this recognition of required change as "Tragedies of the Horizon." We must look beyond the short 
cycles of life, political terms and personal desires and choose the far horizon.  

I am a former Canmore resident and left after 10 years of close contact within the community because of a family 
emergency.  My heart remains alive in the valley and Canmore as I grew up in and on the eastern slopes and it's my 
dream to return and be part of the community again.  While I was in Canmore I initiated plans and introduced the 
Mayor and included him in meetings I arranged with the former Deputy Prime Minister and the Alberta Minister of 
Economic Development and others that resulted in my leading and helping to bring about $35 Million in funding into 
the valley.  I was an anonymous parade clown dancing on Canada Day and co-hosted a radio show to promote kids' 
creative writing on Mountain FM.  I loved my time in Canmore! I have held primary leadership roles in Child Welfare, 
Social Services, Tourism, Music alongside the GRAMMYs and the NHL. I tuned in for about 35 hours of the recent public 
hearing on youtube. Whew, high five to you all!  

We all know putting a bandaid on a mortal wound is ineffective.  Although I respect your prerogative and you may 
decide to temporarily bandaid Canmore's challenges, the agendas and the call for "world class" also invite you to be 
innovative, resourceful and inspiring and maybe even punch above your weight as you work toward next steps and a 
solution.  After 30 years of development entanglements, leadership requires courage and a viable option is to become 
clearer and more efficient to achieve desired outcomes.  Beyond some of the emotional imbalance, efficient outcomes 
remains a major takeaway from the public hearing. Collaborative leadership is the most challenging; still it provides the 
best option for the best results.  Community is one of the most important determinants of happiness.  You've done an 
amazing job of being available and listening!   

Distinguished Professor Dr. John Pomeroy, FRSC, who presented via Zoom to Canmore council in the public hearing, is a 
Canmore resident.  In his various global roles he is the Tiger Woods, Wayne Gretzky or Mother Teresa at a global level in 
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regards to climate change and the resulting water security issues and has published over 350 research articles and been 
cited over 17,000 times on the subjects.  Mark Carney, once a Governor for the Bank of Canada and then England wants 
to contribute to systemic change in Canada.  Engaging these men and their broader thought leadership will help 
Canmore reclaim and shape its priorities and could be a strategic leadership step to overcome possible limitations 
presently imposed on Council.  Canmore and Council could choose to be the inspiring example of determined 
governance, harmonic relationships and natural balance.   To face those challenges squarely you would certainly need 
to be comfortable following your heart. 

Development is inevitable. Nature has a deep, natural and intrinsic calling for us all.  In the biggest view I can think of, 
the more human beings align with nature, the more successful we will become as a species.  The golden opportunity in 
this challenge is to be the stewards who chose for Canmore to align, balance and harmonize with a long term view.  It's 
an example the world will embrace. 

In the end my advice is, follow your heart and the heart of Canmore. And keep smiling along the way! 

Thank you for the invitation to write. All the very best for a happy spring and summer. 

Kind regards, 
Mark Hall 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/markhallcanada 


